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was last year in February, as OpenAI published results on their

training of unsupervised language model GPT-2. Trained in 40Gb

texts (8 Mio websites) and was able to predict words in proximity. GPT-2, a

transformer-based language applied to self-attention, allowed us to

generated very convincing and coherent texts. The quality was that good,

so the main model with 1.5 billion parameters wasn’t initially publicly

accessible, to prevent uncontrolled fake news. Luckily, the complete model

was later published and could be even used with Colab Notebooks.

This year OpenAI strikes back with new language model GPT-3. With 175
billion parameters (read also: GPT-3 Paper).
Unnecessary spoiler: it’s incredibly good.

There are already some profound articles on TDS examining features and

paper of GPT-3:

Is bigger also smarter? — Open AI releases GPT-3 language
model

The race for larger language models is entering the next round.

towardsdatascience.com

GPT-3: The New Mighty Language Model from OpenAI

Pushing Deep Learning to the Limit with 175B Parameters
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GPT-3, a Giant Step for Deep Learning And NLP

Can intelligence emerge simply by training a big enough LM using lots of
data? OpenAI tries to do so, using 175 billion…

towardsdatascience.com

But how does it look like in action?

OpenAI is building an API, currently accessible via waiting list:

OpenAI API

An API for accessing new AI models developed by OpenAI

beta.openai.com

Fortunately, I could get access and experiment with GPT-3 directly. Here

are some of my initial outcomes.

Interface, Settings, Presets.

Screenshot: beta.openai.com // by: Merzmensch
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The AI Playground interface looks simple, but it bears the power within.

For the Wrst, here is a setting dialog, which lets you conWgure text length,

temperature (from low/boring to standard to chaotic/creative), and other

features.
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are some of the control functions that have a direct impact on textual

results.

The simple interface provides also some GPT-3 presets. The amazing thing

about transformer-driven GPT-models is among others the ability to

recognize a speciWc style, text character, or structure. In case you begin

with lists, GPT-3 continues generating lists. In case your prompt has a Q&A

structure, it will be kept coherently. If you ask for a poem, it writes a poem.

You can do your own presets, or use the existing, which are:

Chat.

Screenshot: beta.openai.com // by: Merzmensch

A typical setting for a chatbot. You ask - AI answers. It’s possible to change

the “characters” or setting also. As you can see, the chat situation was

accomplished perfectly (even if my, Human’s, third question was kind of

unfair).
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To demonstrate the contextual impact, let’s change the AI character from

“helpful” and “very friendly” to “brutal, stupid and very unfriendly”. You

will see how the whole dialogue will be in_uenced:
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I think, we re-invented Marvin the Paranoid Android.

Q&A
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need some training before it starts to answer the question (and get the

rules), but then it works perfectly. I asked some random questions from

various areas and here you go:
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I’d say, perfect!

Parsing unstructured data
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This one is fascinating and shows a good comprehension of the

unstructured text — extracting structured data from the full text.

Summarizing for a 2nd grader

This preset shows another level of comprehension — including rephrasing

of dibcult concepts and sentences in clear words.

I tried Wittgenstein:

Screenshot: beta.openai.com // by: Merzmensch

The simple proverb can be paraphrased convincingly:
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feature, just in opposite to StyleGAN2 (where it compares the image with
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always the best one.
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